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Consulting Agreement

THIS CONSULTING SERVICES AGREEMENT (the "Agreement") is made and entered
into by and between …………………………..…………….. (the "Company") incorporated
in …………………...…….., and located in
…………………………………..………………….. Tel: ………………. managed by
……………..…... (Managing Director) and …………………….. (Board Member), and Sabet
Sanat Gostar Co. an engineering consultancy company ("Consultant"), incorporated in the
Province of Tehran, Iran , By 233274 Code located in: No. 36, Touraj Street, Valie Asr
Street, Tehran, Iran Tel: 26210132 managed by : Siamak Some’e Saraei Sabet (Managing
Director).

WHEREAS, the Company desires Consultant's services with respect to the technology
development of the Company, and Consultant agrees to provide such advice and services to
the Company through a consulting relationship with the Company.

NOW THEREFORE, in consideration of the mutual obligations specified in this Agreement,
the parties agree to the following:

Article One: Agreement’s Subject & Scope:
The agreement’s subject hereby is providing design, consulting, and supervision services to
the company by the consultant as follows:

1. Compilation of the best feasibility study report in order to improve the timeline of
implementing the different project phases, reduction of the project’s setup and financial
costs, managing the time of obtaining the bank loan, and in general increasing the
efficiency of the proposal and market research.

2. Comprehensive evaluation and consultancy regarding with the project’s location.
3. Consultancy and supervision on obtaining bank loans with the fewest return rates and

the longest reimbursement interval.
4. Consultancy on methods of reducing the required investment in order to decrease the

Company’s costs.
5. Cooperation in obtaining the required licenses from Ministry of Health and Medical

Education, Ministry of Industries and Mines and Institute of Standard and Industrial
Research of Iran.

6. Consultancy on compilation of all the internal contracts regarding to implementation of
the project’s different phases and obtaining the comparative pro-forma invoices in order
to represent to the relevant bank.

7. Consultancy on external banking and opening L.C accounts.
8. Consultancy on signing contracts with insurance companies.
9. Consultancy and supervision on proper construction, production, installation,

administrative facilities and restrooms according to current required spaces and the
further development plan.
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10.Consultancy and supervision on selecting and setting-up the installation equipments
regarding the required capacity and supervision on the proper installation of the
equipments.

11.Consultancy and supervision on proper implementation of Q.C. systems and providing
required checklists, in order to enhance the quality of products.

12.
13.Consultancy and supervision on project’s progress and providing instructions about

the methods of implementing the project according to the criteria of the project
supervisor or the Bank of Industry and Mine’s supervising company.

14.Design and improvement of the organizational structure.
15.Preparation of the related ISO 9000 documents including: designing the

organizational chart, preparation of the forms, work instructions, executive methods,
trading commission manual, company’s ethics, the Company’s macro and micro
policies, consultation on the proper implementation of the quality control systems and
preparation of the required checklists for improving the products quality and applying
the mentioned documents in this regard and finally obtaining the related certificate
from England’s UKAS company.

16.Information Technology ( Consultation and Supervision on Implementation of
Financial and Fiscal System)

17.Consultancy, control and supervision on implementation of all of the advertising
attempts and suggesting the methods of launching advertising campaigns in order to
provide a proper and optimum marketing.

18. Consultancy on methods of generating secondary incomes belonging to the Company.

Article Two: Payment of the Fees:
In consideration of Consultant's provision of the Services, the Company shall pay Consultant
4 percent of the net agreement’s amount without considering statutory deductions.
The Company shall pay Consultant according to the attached schedule so that the consulting
fees could get paid by the production phase.

Note 1:
If the loan granting bank decides to suspend the loan due to the Company’s unfulfillment of
the obligations, the Company shall reimburse at least ……………. Million rials equivalent
to ……….. tomans.

Article Three: Agreement duration
This Agreement shall be effective upon execution and expire by the end of the approved
proposal’s pilot production.
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Article Four: Consultant Obligations
1. Consultant is obliged to participate in every major events such as board sessions,

conventions or other sessions in organizations, banks, bureaus, and institutions and
provide the Company with the necessary legal and consulting services.

2. Consultant is obliged to provide consultancy services in the most proper manner and be
committed to the Company’s well being and fell obligated to ethics such as honesty
and trust.

3. Consultant shall declare the capability of fulfilling the Agreement terms and is obliged
to provide the services completely and according to the professional standards and
report to the Company.

4. Consultant hereto declares the obligation to provide the indicated services until the
expiration date of the Agreement and shall reimburse the Company up to …………….
million rials equivalent to ………………. million tomans when not fulfilling its
commitments in order to compensate the company’s losses . Consultant has submitted
a promissory note equal to ………….. million rials equivalent to ………… million
tomans to the Company.

Article Five: The Company’s Obligations
1. The Company is obliged to pay the project’s costs according the financial anticipations

made by Consultant.
2. The Company is obliged to provide Consultant with the information regarding the

Agreement’s subject.
3. While signing the Agreement the Company is obliged to present a cheque for million

rials equivalent to ………………. million tomans in Consultant’s favor in order to
assure the payment of the fees. If the Company annuls the Agreement for irrational &
unconventional reasons or prevent Consultant from doing its job at each point of the
Agreement, shall pay 30 percent of the Agreement’s remaining amount as
compensation and Consultant is entitled to cash the indicated cheque.

4. If the travelling of Consultant to a city outside of Tehran becomes necessary the
Company is obliged to pay the Consultant’s Experts’ transportation, tarriance, and
reception costs.

Note 2:
It should be noted that machinery & services that are selected regardless of Consultant’s
opinion are not included in Consultant’s technical support.
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Note 3:
If Consultant neglects the execution of the Agreement terms, payment of the indicated fees in
Article Two won’t be possible. Obviously if neglecting is from the Company’s side, the
Company won’t be entitled to postpone the payments.

Note 4:
If the Company disagree with Consultant on any of the Agreement subjects and insist on
doing the opposite shall write it down and submit the requested conditions to Consultant.
Obviously Consultant wouldn’t be responsible for any damages or losses regarding to the
fulfillment of the Company’s request.

Article Six: Regulations & Terms of Agreement
1. The Company and Consultant are obliged to keep each other’s information privately.

The Company and Consultant will try their best to avoid misusage or exposing each
other’s confidential information to the third parties except when trying to complement
the Agreement and avoiding the lawsuits and controversies.

2. Incidents pertaining to the banking, political, and trade Embargos, declared or
undeclared wars, revolutions, public strikes, spread of infectious diseases, earthquakes,
flood and unorthodox storms, unprecedented droughts, protracted fire burnings, that are
not caused by Consultant actions and in general every incident which is out of
Consultant’s power to resolve is considered natural disasters and Consultant is not
responsible for any delays that are caused by them. Consultant shall inform the
Company on paper at last 10 days after each indicated force major and also determinate
the reasonable delay and extend the tasks deadlines after establishing the facts. Either
way Consultant shall try to overcome the delaying factors and fulfill its obligations
anyway possible.

3. Any correction in the Agreement is reliable only after signed papers showing consent
of the both the Company and Consultant’s representatives.

Article Seven: Dispute Resolution:
1. In case of dispute the parties initially try to resolve the dispute after declaring the

dispute subject on the paper, and if not resolved the parties will be allowed to litigate in
the judicial authorities in Tehran.

2. If the parties change their addresses shall inform each other of their new address within
fifteen days. Otherwise the previous address would be considered the legal address and
all the notifications, correspondences, and notices would be considered as delivered
and received and the other party’s claim of not receiving them won’t be acceptable.
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This Agreement is prepared and signed in two copies, with seven articles, and four notes and
each copy is equally authentic.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have executed this Agreement as of the date
first set forth above.

The Company: ……………………………………………

By: ……………………….

Title: ……………………..

Consultant: Sabet Sanat Gostar Co.

By: Siamak Some’e Saraei Sabet

Title: Managing Director

1st Witness:

2nd Witness:


